I want to build a Personal Brand

What If

Ask me and I will show you how,

The future is bright and it begins with our Young People!!!

Today we have some of the smartest and creative children that has ever been known to mankind. From science and technology to entertainment and literature, our young people have blazed trails that had not been explored before. Unfortunately we are only scratching the surface of such amazing talent. Our goal and purpose is to ask our young people, What If? Then we let their creative juices flow!!!!

Brothers Brooks Vision 2 Mission LLC
What is personal Branding?

Personal branding is the practice of people marketing themselves and their careers as brands to attract, achieve and drive individuals to buy the persons skills and abilities. Your brand encompasses you image, mission, values and Vision. Each day you personal brand is put through the test of what your intent is versus the actual. You goal is that the two are tied together in a positive light.

How important is Your Personal Brand?

These brand names or symbols are powerful and outlines the reputation of the product, service, or person. Those that are responsible for the brand will make sure nothing tarnishes its reputation which includes making sure it is not associated with anything that can have a negative effect on the reputation of the brand. YOU HAVE TO DO THE SAME THING WHEN IT COMES TO YOUR PERSONAL BRAND!!!

Now You Can........

Just A.S.K.

1. **Ask The Question**
2. **Seek The Answer** within yourself first and then use your resources
3. **Know and believe in your abilities**

Utilizing social media a great tool to build your brand. Social media has revolutionized the ability for individuals and companies to enhance their brands. However there can be pitfalls if you do not carefully guard yourself using social media. For more information visit https://www.whatifjustask.com/what-if--i-could-build-my-personal-brand.html